We consider a lattice implementation of the η-invariant, using the complex phase of the determinant of five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion defined with the overlap Dirac operator. This implementation is equivalent to using the complex phase of the determinant of the (simplified) domain-wall fermion, which couples to an interpolating five-dimensional gauge field. We clarify the relation to the effective action for chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions. The integrability, which holds true for anomaly-free theories in the classical continuum limit, is not assured on the lattice with a finite spacing. A lattice expression for the five-dimensional Chern-Simons term is obtained.
Introduction
It has become clear recently that the gauge interaction of the Weyl fermions can be described in the framework of lattice gauge theory. The clue to this development is the construction of gauge covariant and local Dirac operators [1, 2, 3] which solve the Ginsparg-Wilson relation [4] . The Ginsparg-Wilson relation implies the exact chiral symmetry for the Dirac fermion [5] and suggests an asymmetric and gauge-field-dependent chiral projection to the Weyl degrees of freedom [6, 7] . The definition of the functional measure for the Weyl fermion field based on the chiral projection leads to a mathematically reasonable definition of the chiral determinant, which generally has the structure as an overlap of two vacua [8] . It has been shown by Lüscher in [10] that for anomaly-free abelian chiral gauge theories, the functional measure for the Weyl fermion fields can be constructed so that the gauge invariance is maintained exactly on the lattice.
On the other hand, in the continuum theory, Alvarez-Gaumé et al. [11] and Ball and Osborn [12] have shown that the imaginary part of the effective action for chiral fermions can be given by the η-invariant [13] , which can be defined through the five-dimensional massless Dirac operator coupled to an interpolating five-dimensional gauge field. We note that this formulation is applicable also for non-abelian chiral gauge theories.
In this paper, we will show that a lattice implementation of the ηinvariant is possible so that the lattice η-invariant gives the imaginary part of the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermion defined through Neuberger's Dirac operator. We define the η-invariant on the lattice using the complex phase of the determinant of the massless Dirac fermion in five dimensions which is formulated with the five-dimensional overlap Dirac operator [15] . We can show that this implementation is equivalent to using the complex phase of the determinant of the (simplified) domain-wall fermion [16, 17] , which couples to an interpolating five-dimensional gauge field. Our formulation then can be regarded as a lattice realization of the argument (in the continuum theory) given by Kaplan and Shmaltz in [18] , using the simplified formulation of the domain-wall fermion of Shamir [17] .
Our lattice implementation of the η-invariant can be shown to have a direct relation to the imaginary part of the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions which is defined through Neuberger's Dirac operator [8, 10, 19] . This implementation is applicable to non-abelian chiral gauge theories. But the integrability, which holds true for anomaly-free theories in the classical continuum limit, is not assured on the lattice with a finite spacing. This issue of the integrability for anomaly free chiral gauge theories is discussed. A lattice expression for the five-dimensional Chern-Simons term is obtained. 1 This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe our implementation of the η-invariant on the lattice. In section 3, we examine the variation of the lattice implementation of the η-invariant with respect to the gauge field. We will see that the result in the continuum theory [11] is reproduced. In section 4, we clarify the relation of the lattice η-invariant to the effective action for chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions. The integrability for anomaly free chiral gauge theories, which is not assured a priori on the lattice, is discussed. In section 5, we summarize our result and give some discussions.
A lattice implementation of the η-invariant

Five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion on the lattice
In the continuum theory, the η-invariant can be defined through the partition function of a five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion in the Pauli-Villars regularization [11, 14] . In order to implement the η-invariant on the lattice, we consider a five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion which is formulated on the lattice using the five-dimensional overlap Dirac operator [15] .
We assume a five-dimensional lattice. The lattice indices are denoted as
x µ = n µ a, n µ ∈ Z (µ = 1, 2, 3, 4), (2.1) t = n 5 a 5 , n 5 ∈ Z.
(2.
2)
The four-dimensional space has an infinite volume. The fifth dimension has a finite extent of 2T a 5 and n 5 takes value in the range [−T + 1, T ]. We consider five-dimensional non-abelian gauge fields whose fifth component vanishes
The abelian case can be treated in a similar manner. The covariant difference operators are defined as follows:
As shown in [15] , in the overlap formalism [8] , a five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion can be described gauge invariantly by the five-dimensional overlap Dirac operator as follows:
where X 5 consists of the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac operator D 5 with a negative mass:
(2.8)
For the fermion field, we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition in the fifth dimension, which is specified by 1 − γ 5 2 ψ(x, (T + 1)a 5 ) = 0,ψ(x, (T + 1)a 5 ) 1 + γ 5 2 = 0 (2.9) at t = (T + 1)a 5 and 1 + γ 5 2 ψ(x, −T a 5 ) = 0,ψ(x, −T a 5 ) 1 − γ 5 2 = 0 (2.10) at t = −T a 5 . For the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac fermions, the boundary condition in the fifth dimension may be fixed by specifying the values of the chiral components ψ L andψ L at t = T + a 5 and ψ R andψ R at t = −T . 2 (cf. [20] ) Since the overlap Dirac operator consists of the Wilson-Dirac operator, the same boundary condition can be imposed. The choice of the Dirichlet boundary condition here is crucial when we relate the complex phase of the partition function of the five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion to that of the simplified domain-wall fermion [16, 17] , as we discuss later. With this boundary condition, the difference operator in the fifth direction
may be expressed by 2T × 2T matrix as follows:
The subscript (T ) denotes the fact that the difference operator is implemented by a finite matrix, taking account of the Dirichlet boundary condition in the fifth direction. We also put this subscript for the functional determinant and trace to indicate that it is defined in the finite extent of the fifth dimension with the Dirichlet boundary condition. Tr (T ) stands for the sum x T t=−T +1 . This system of the five-dimensional fermion is gauge invariant under the gauge transformation,
and
(2.15)
Smooth interpolation of four-dimensional gauge fields
It is important for the five-dimensional gauge fields, which enters into the five-dimensional massless Dirac operator to implement the η-invariant, to interpolate two four-dimensional gauge fields smoothly. To realize this smooth interpolation, we first start with the five-dimensional lattice theory of Eq. (2.6) and then consider the continuum limit in the fifth dimension, a 5 → 0.
To prepare the gauge fields on the five-dimensional lattice, let us first introduce two four-dimensional gauge fields.
We assume that both gauge fields are smooth enough to make Neuberger's Dirac operator defined well and local [3] .
We also assume that both gauge fields belong to the same topological sector in which the topological charge defined through Neuberger's Dirac operator vanishes.
Then we consider a one-parameter family of four-dimensional gauge fields with the parameter u ∈ [0, 1] so that the two gauge configurations U 0 µ (x) and U µ (x) are smoothly interpolated, without changing the topological property of the gauge fields.
The simplest choice is the linear interpolation given by
We then consider a five-dimensional gauge field which smoothly interpolates two four-dimensional gauge fields, U 0 µ (x) and U µ (x; u), along the fifth coordinate t which is for the first time regarded as a continuous coordinate. (2.21)
We assume that the interpolating region has a finite interval of t ∈ [−∆, ∆]. 
When t > ∆, it coincides with the other four-dimensional gauge field U µ (x; u):
This defines one parameter family of the interpolating five-dimensional gauge fields. See Figure 1 .
We then map the continuum interpolations to a discrete fifth dimensional lattice space so that ∆ < T a 5 . (Figure 2 ) 0 r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r Figure 2 : Interpolating five-dimensional gauge fields on the lattice These interpolating five-dimensional lattice gauge fields are to couple to the five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion of Eq. (2.6). In order to recover the smooth interpolation of the two four-dimensional lattice gauge fields, we need to take both the continuum limit a 5 → 0 and the infinite extent limit T → ∞ of the fifth dimension, keeping the condition ∆ ≪ T a 5 . We further assume that the four-dimensional gauge fields and their smooth interpolation have been chosen appropriately so that the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac operator in Eq. (2.6) does not have zero mode and is invertible. Moreover, we assume that the inverse of the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac operator vanishes exponentially for a large separation in the fifth direction. Namely, it has a bound as
with constants C and γ.
The η-invariant on the lattice
Now we propose a lattice implementation of the η-invariant as the complex phase of the partition function of the five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion which couples to the interpolating five-dimensional gauge field:
In order to realize the smooth interpolation of the four-dimensional gauge fields, both the continuum limit and the infinite extent limit of the fifth dimension are taken in this definition.
Since it holds that [15] 3
Im ln det
the above definition can also be written as
(2.28)
Here D 5(T ) stands for the Wilson-Dirac operator in which the difference operator in the fifth direction is expressed by the 2T × 2T matrix. Since we have adopted the Dirichlet boundary condition in the fifth dimension, what we are dealing with is nothing but the complex phase of the partition function of the simplified domain-wall fermion, but coupled to the interpolating five-dimensional gauge field. Our proposal then can be regarded as a lattice realization of the argument given by Kaplan and Shmaltz in [18] , using the simplified domain-wall fermion of Shamir [17] . 3 If we use an abbreviation as V = X5 1
Then, the complex phase of the partition function of the five-dimensional massless Dirac fermion can be evaluated as
Since X † 5 X5 is hermitian, it does not contribute to the complex phase of the partition function and can be neglected. Thus we obtain Eq. (2.27).
3 The variation of η with respect to gauge field 3 
.1 Summary of result
Following the analysis in the continuum theory [11] , we next examine the variation of η with respect to the gauge field. Before going into technical details, we first summarize our result.
The variation of η with respect to u can be written as the sum of two contributions as follows:
The first one is the bulk five-dimensional contribution, which depends on the whole interpolating five-dimensional gauge fields. The second one is the contribution from the boundaries at t = −T + 1 and t = T , which depends only on the boundary values of the interpolating five-dimensional gauge fields.
Remarkably, the surface contribution is expressed by the covariant chiral gauge current associated with Neuberger's Dirac operator [1] ,
(0 < m 0 < 2). In fact, this surface term can be related to the imaginary part of the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermion which is defined with Neuberger's Dirac operator [8, 10, 19] , as we will see later.
The bulk contribution reproduces the Chern-Simons term in the classical continuum limit. Using a plain wave basis on the lattice, as in the continuum analysis, it can be evaluated as lim
(3.4)
This quantity can be written as the variation of the Chern-Simons form, up to the local current of Bardeen and Zumino [24] which plays the role to translate the covariant gauge current from the surface contribution to the consistent one [11] . Thus the result in the continuum theory [11] is completely reproduced by our lattice implementation of the η-invariant.
The coefficient of the Chern-Simons term in this calculation is given by the topological number associated with the free five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac operator,
where S(k) is the free propagator of five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac fermion.
This result is consistent with the previous calculation of the Chern-Simons current by Golterman, Jansen and Kaplan [25] . The similar quantity in which the fifth momentum is continuous has appeared in the calculation of the axial anomaly [26] of the Ginsparg-Wilson fermion defined with Neuberger's Dirac operator. 4 3.2 Evaluation of d du η
Separation of bulk contribution
Now we go into details how to evaluate the variation of η. From the continuum argument of [11] , we expect that the variation of η can be written as the sum of two contributions. The first one is the bulk five-dimensional contribution, which should reproduce a part of the Chern-Simons term. The second one is the contribution from the boundaries at t = −T + 1 and t = T , which should be related to the effective action of the chiral fermion. In the context of the domain-wall fermion here, it should be related to the chiral light modes at the boundaries.
By rewriting η into η = lim
we take the variation of η with respect to u as follows:
(3.8)
Note that since D 5(T ) is defined in the finite interval of [−T + 1, T ], taking account of the Dirichlet boundary condition, the cyclic property of the trace over the fifth dimension holds true here. In order to separate the bulk five-dimensional contribution from the boundary contribution, we note the following fact: the bulk term comes from the interval [−∆, ∆] where the interpolating field is varing in t. Then it can also be evaluated from the five-dimensional Dirac fermion (the simpli- 
The inverse of the Dirac operator in this case
does not support the light chiral modes at the original boundaries t = −T +1 and t = T . If we would replace the inverse of the five-dimensional Dirac operator in Eq. (3.8) by Eq. (3.9), then it could include only the bulk contribution. This consideration suggests the following separation:
(3.10)
In the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.10), we have omitted the subscript (T ) from d du D 5(T ) , because d du D 5(T ) is proportional to δ st and does not depend on the boundary condition. Note that we can let ∆T be infinity in this separation.
In order to see that the second term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.10) is actually localized at the boundary, we note the following identity which holds for
In this identity, the Dirichlet boundary condition at t = −T +1 and t = T , in the middle of the enlarged extent of the fifth dimension [−T −∆T +1, T +∆], is implemented by adding the surface interaction term [21] . The derivation of this identity is given in appendix A. Using this identity, the second term can be evaluated as follows:
Inserting the explicit expression of V (−T +1;T ) , we can further evaluate it to have
We can see that the first two terms are localized at the boundaries t = −T +1 and t = T , respectively. The last two terms comes from the correlation between two boundaries. But these last two terms vanish in the limit T → ∞, because it is assumed that the inverse of the Dirac operator vanishes exponentially for a large separation in the fifth dimension. See Eq. (2.24).
Therefore, after letting ∆T go to infinity, we can write as
(3.17)
Surface term in the limit T → ∞
We have seen that d du η surf is actually localized at the boundaries t = −T + 1 (−T ) and t = T (T + 1). Still it depends on the whole interpolating fivedimensional gauge fields. We next show that in the limit T → ∞, the interpolating five-dimensional gauge field in the surface contributions can be replaced by the gauge fields of its boundary values.
Let us introduce the five-dimensional gauge fields which are uniform with respect to the fifth-dimensional coordinate t The Dirac operator D ← 5(T ) differs from D 5(T ) only in the region t a 5 ≥ −∆. Then we may write as
Assuming that D ← 5(T ) satisfies the similar bound as Eq. (2.24), we can show that this difference for s = t = −T vanishes exponentially in the limit T → ∞. Furthermore, since the five-dimensional Dirac operators depend smoothly on the gauge fields, the difference for s = t = −T + 1 also vanishes even after taking the variation with respect to the parameter u. Since U ← µ (x, t; u) actually does not depend on u, this implies that the surface term from the boundary at t = −T + 1 vanishes identically.
By the similar argument, we can show that D 5(T ) and D 5(∞) can be replaced by D → 5(T ) and D → 5(∞) , respectively in the surface term from the boundary t = T . Thus we have at s = t = T is nothing but the propagator of the right-handed mode of the light fermion in the simplified domain-wall fermion, which is refered as q R (x) andq R (x) by Furman and Shamir. It has been shown in [22] that the propagator, in the limit T → ∞, can be given in terms of the inverse of the overlap Dirac operator which is defined through the transfer matrix of the five-dimensional
Wilson-Dirac fermion [30] as follows:
where
at s = t = T + 1 can be evaluated using the similar identity as Eq. (3.11). The derivation is given in appendix B. The result can also be written in terms of the overlap Dirac operator. 5
With these results, the surface term can be evaluated further as In the limit a 5 → 0, D reduces to the original Neuberger's Dirac operator D of Eq. (3.2) and finally we obtain Eq. (3.1).
Bulk term in the continuum limit
We next turn to the bulk contribution d du η bulk given by Eq. (3.16) ,
We will calculate this contribution in the classical continuum limit a → 0 and will show that it reproduces the variation of the Chern-Simons term up to the local current of Bardeen and Zumino [24] .
In evaluating the bulk contribution, we set a 5 = a. At the same time as to take the continuum limit, we also take the limit of the infinite extent of the fifth dimension T → ∞, keeping T ′ = T a 5 ≫ ∆ finite. The limit T ′ → ∞ is taken at last. We adopt the plane wave basis e ik M (x M /a) , where the five-dimensional coordinate is denoted as x M = (x µ , t) (M = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) with upper case Latin indices.
The five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac operator D 5(∞) acts on the plane wave basis as follows:
The second term in the r.h.s. may be expanded for a smooth background as
where D M is the covariant derivative in the continuum limit
and S(k) is the free propagator of the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac fermion,
Then, inserting the delta-function
into the functional trace of the bulk term, we obtain the expansion
This coefficient can be evaluated using the fact that it gives a topological number associated with the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac propagator S(k). [25, 26] . See also [27] . It is completely anti-symmetric and takes the following value:
with the convention for the gamma matrices γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 γ 4 γ 5 = 1. Then the bulk term in the classical continuum limit is given as 
Relation to the effective action for chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions
Now we discuss the relation of our lattice implementation of the η-invariant to the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions in abelian and non-abelian chiral gauge theories [8, 10, 19] . We first discuss the classical continuum limit in some detail to see that our implementation reproduces the result of Alvarez-Gaumé et al. [11] . Then we examine the case with a finite lattice spacing. We first consider non-abelian chiral gauge theories. We also discuss the case of abelian chiral gauge theories, for which the gauge invariant effective action has been constructed [10, 19] .
Classical continuum limit
As we have shown in the previous section, η reduces to the following expression in the classical continuum limit. It is important in the following discussion to remind that the first term of the r.h.s. is an abbreviation for lim a→0
Im Tr
and that it is regularized gauge-covariantly. The five-dimensional bulk term can be written as the variation of the Chern-Simons term [11] , up to the local current of Bardeen and Zumino [24] :
5)
(4.6)
The current of Bardeen and Zumino, denoted by X µ here, plays the role to translate the covariant gauge current, which is induced from the surface term, to the consistent current [11] . Then integrating the following expression with respect to u,
we obtain
Thus the result in the continuum theory [11] is completely reproduced by our lattice implementation of the η-invariant in the classical continuum limit. 6 We note here the role of the Chern-Simons terms. It compensates the dependence of the η-invariant on the path of the interpolation. It reproduces the non-abelian gauge anomaly of the effective action, while the η-invariant is gauge invariant. When the non-abelian gauge anomaly is canceled by the condition R Tr R T a T b , T c = 0, (4.9)
the Chern-Simons term vanishes. The η-invariant becomes integrable and gives the whole (gauge invariant) effective action for the chiral fermions.
Since X µ (x; u) is orthogonal to A µ (x; u), it does not contribute in the integration of u if we adopt the linear interpolation as given by Eq. (2.20) . In this case, the imaginary part of the effective action is entirely given by the integration of the covariant gauge current induced from the surface term [31] .
The integration of the bulk term gives directly the Chern-Simons term.
(4.12)
At finite lattice spacing
Next we examine the case with a finite lattice spacing. By integrating d du η of Eq. (3.1) with respect to the parameter u, the lattice implementation of the η-invariant, η, can be expressed as
From the discussion of the classical continuum limit, one may expect that the surface term in the r.h.s. can be related to the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions. To see this, we first review briefly the construction of the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions [8, 10] . the right-handed Weyl fermion is defined through the constraint given as follows [6, 10] :P whereP R is the chiral projector for the fermion field ψ(x) defined as
Effective action for chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermion
The action of the Weyl fermion is given by
The functional integral measure for the Weyl fermion can be defined by introducing the basis of the lattice Dirac field:
Using this chiral part of the basis, the Weyl fermion can be expanded with the coefficients c j which generates a Grassmann algebra. Then the measure of the right-handed field is given by
The measure of the anti-fermion field is defined similarly with the basis v k (x)P L =v k (x), (4.21)
as follows:
Then the partition function of the Weyl fermion is given as
In the case using Neuberger's Dirac operator, the right-handed projector is noting but the projector to negative energy states of the Wilson-Dirac hamiltonian H,P
Then the basis v j (x) can be chosen as the normalized complete set of the eigenvectors of negative energy states. The basisv k (x) may be regarded as the complete set of the negative-energy eigenvectors of the hamiltonian γ 5 .
Then the chiral determinant may be written in the form of the overlap of two vacua [8] :
It is useful to consider the variation of the effective action with respect to the gauge fields [32, 10, 23] . Following [10, 23] , we write the variation of the link variables as
Then the variation of the effective action is evaluated as
The second term of the r.h.s. is discussed in [32] in analogy of the Berry connection. It is refered as the measure term in [10, 23] .
Relation to the lattice implementation of the η-invariant
For the one-parameter family of the gauge fields of Eq. (2.18), the effective action for the right-handed chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermion is parametrized by u:
The variation of the effective action with respect to the parameter u is obtained from Eq. (4.28) by the choice of ζ µ (
By the integration in u, we obtain an expression for the effective action as follows: Comparing Eq. (4.31) with the integral expression of the lattice η-invariant Eq. (4.13), we obtain a formula for the imaginary part of the effective action:
This is the relation which may be regarded as the lattice counterpart of Eq. (4.8). Q 5 here can be regarded as a lattice expression of the Chern-Simons term in the following sense. First of all, it is a local functional of U µ (x, t), the five-dimensional gauge field. This term compensates the dependence of η on the path of the interpolation in t. It reproduces the gauge anomaly of the effective action, while η is gauge invariant:
where g(x, t) is an interpolation of the gauge transformation functions such that g(x, t = −∞) = 1, g(x, t = ∞) = g(x), (4.35) and the region of the interpolation is within t ∈ [−∆, ∆]. 7 We should also note the role of the contribution of the second term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.33), so called the measure term. First of all, we see that the surface term in Eq. (4.13) alone cannot reproduce the effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions at finite lattice spacing. Moreover, by this term, the path-dependece in the u-integration is compensated.
Gauge invariant effective action
Even when the perturbative condition for gauge anomaly cancellation is satisfied, the effective action of the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermion is not gauge invariant in general at finite lattice spacing. In the recent construction of gauge invariant abelian chiral gauge theories by Lüscher [10] , it has been shown that the gauge invariance can be acheived by the careful choice of the basis. In this respect, an observation made by Lüscher [9] , which is crucial for the gauge invariance, is that the anomaly associated with the chiral gauge current
can be expressed in the following form:
This is the consequence of the index theorem on the lattice [33] . This result implies that if the gauge current is redefined so that it includes the local currentk µ (x), it is conserved exactly on the lattice in anomaly free theories:
In the construction of abelian chiral gauge theories, the following ansatz for the gauge-invariant effective action is considered
(4.39) (Note that the linear interpolation of the gauge fields in t or u is assumed here and A 0 µ (x) is set to zero.) Then, it is shown that the functional measure of the Weyl fermion fields can be reconstructed so that the chiral determinant reproduces this ansatz.
As pointed out in [19] , the above ansatz can be obtained from the integral expression for the effective action which involves this redefined gauge current:
(4.40)
Comparing Eq. (4.40) with Eq. (4.13), we find that the integration of the measure term in Eq. (4.40) can be given by the integration of the local currentk µ (x):
Then the lattice Chern-Simons term can be expressed as follows.
(4.42)
Under the infinitesimal gauge transformation,
the transformation of the Chern-Simons term is evaluated as follows, noting that η andk µ (x) are gauge invariant:
(4.45)
We have used that δ ω D [uA µ ] = iu [ω, D]. Using the explicit formula for the abelian gauge anomaly Eq. (4.37), we obtain
The factor 1/3 comes from the u-integration and it gives the correct value for the consistent gauge anomaly, as disucssed in [19] . When the condition for gauge anomaly cancellation is satisfied, the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.46) vanishes identically. Thus the gauge invariant choice of the measure term leads to the exact gauge-invariance of the Chern-Simons term in the anomaly free theories.
For the non-abelian gauge theories, the gauge covariant local current such likek µ (x) in the case of abelian chiral gauge theories is not obtained so far. 8 Such a gauge covariant local current could correct the five-dimensional bulk term lim
to give the lattice Chern-Simons term 2πQ 5 with desired properties.
Integrability of η
In the classical continuum limit, the Chern-Simons term vanishes identically, when the condition for gauge anomaly cancellation is satisfied. Then the effective action for chiral fermions can be given entirely by the η-invariant. Then one may ask whether this ideal situation would happen on the lattice with a finite lattice spacing, when the condition for gauge anomaly cancellation is satisfied,
For this, the five-dimensional bulk term should vanish identically, or should become integrable and depend only on the boundary values of the interpolating five-dimensional gauge field. It does not seem to be the case in general, however, from the result in the previous subsection. We need further study on this point. It may be possible to realize this ideal case by deforming the five-dimensional Wilson-Dirac operator, which enters to the fermion action Eq. (2.6), as suggested by Neuberger [32, 34] .
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we considered a lattice implementation of the η-invariant, using the determinant of the five-dimensional overlap Dirac operator. It has been shown that this implementation is equivalent to using the determinant of the simplified domain-wall fermion of Shamir. It is realizing the idea of Kaplan and Schmaltz explicitly on the lattice. The lattice η-invariant is examined and is shown to have a direct relation to the imaginary part of the (gauge invariant) effective action for the chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermion in the case using Neuberger's Dirac operator. Although the formula of the lattice η-invariant seems to be practical, the issue of the integrability is remained. It should also be examined how the global anomaly [35] fits in this implementation of the η-invariant [36] . Our analysis shows clearly and explicitly that the interplay between the four-dimensional chiral fermion and the five-dimensional massless fermion, which is known in the continuum theory, can be realized on the lattice in the framework of the domain-wall fermion and the overlap formalism, where the Ginsparg-Wilson relation is built in. It is expected that other known relations over various dimensions could also be realized in the framework of lattice gauge theory.
Quite recently, starting from the Ginsparg-Wilson relation, a general formula of the effective action for chiral Ginsparg-Wilson fermions is derived by Lüscher [23] and its relation to the η-invariant is suggested. It is conceivable that there is a close relation between this formula and the implementation of the η-invariant discussed in this paper. The relation should be clarified in detail. This issue is under investigation.
A Dirichlet boundary condition by surface interaction
In section 3, in order to show that the surface term d du η is localized at the boundary, we use the following identity which holds for s, t ∈ [−T + 1, T ]:
In this appendix, we give the derivation of this identity. For this purpose, let us introduce the five-dimensional Dirac fermion defined in the larger five dimensional space [−T − ∆T + 1, T + ∆T ], but with the couplings between the lattice sites (−T, −T + 1) and between the lattice sites (T, T + 1) omitted. 0 r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r −(T − 1)a 5 T a 5 ⇐= ∆T Figure 5 : Implementation of Dirichlet B.C. by surface interaction
We denote the five-dimensional Dirac operator of this system by D ∨ 5(T +∆T ) . Then the difference between D ∨ 5(T +∆T ) and D 5(T +∆T ) is given by the surface interaction V (−T +1;T ) of Eq. On the other hand, the field variables in the interval [−T + 1, T ] does not have any coupling to those outside the region and they are nothing but the field variables described by D 5(T ) . Then, we have For this purpose, we consider the five-dimensional Dirac fermion defined in the larger five dimensional space [−T − ∆T + 1, T + ∆T ], which couples to the gauge field U → µ (x, t; u) = U µ (x; u) uniform in the fifth dimension. We denote the five-dimensional Dirac operator of this fermion by D 5(T +∆T ) , including the negative mass − m 0 a . Let us also introduce the five-dimensional Dirac fermion defined in the same larger five dimensional space [−T − ∆T + 1, T + ∆T ], but with the couplings between the lattice sites (T, T + 1) omitted. We denote the five-dimensional Dirac operator of this system by D ∨ 5(T +∆T ) , including the negative mass − m 0 a . Then the difference between D ∨
5(T +∆T )
and D 5(T +∆T ) is given by the surface interaction at t = T , V (T ) . For the fermion described by D ∨ 5(T +∆T ) , by construction, there is not any coupling between the field variables in [−T − ∆T + 1, T ] and the field variables in [T + 1, T + ∆T + 1]. These two classes of field variables can be regarded to consist of the (simplified) domain-wall fermions with the extents of the fifth dimension 2T + ∆T and ∆T , respectively. If we consider the limit ∆T → ∞, assuming ∆T is even, we can use the result of [22] and have Since the propagator between these two classes of field variables vanish identically, we also have From the last two identities, we infer that
